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Timglaset #2
The Psychogeography of Imaginary Cities

Some of the inspiration provided for this issue 
was Judith Schalansky’s novel Atlas of Remote 
Islands, the back cover of Laura Nyro’s album 
New York Tendaberry, Träsket by Kristian Petri 
(book), James Ferraro, Global Lunch (song), Ben 
Katchor’s Julius Knipl, Real Estate Photographer 
(cartoon), Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius by Jorge 
Luis Borges (story), Johannus Arpensium’s Ostend 
(Invisible Cities) (song), Mark Hollis’ Thamesmead 
project (artworks), Viktor Rosdahl’s Bröllopsnatt 
på SKF (painting), Paulina Pietilä, Trappa 1 
(painting), the rooftop scene from Paris Nous 
Appartient by Jacques Rivette, Danny the Street 
(comics character), childhood memories of 
Kronprisentorget, Malmö.
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Dérivons! Let’s drift!
Jonas Ellerström
Paris, as Swedish author Karl Steinick points out in his 
recently published Paris bortom Paris (Paris Beyond 
Paris, 2015), is not really a big city. Its twenty districts, 
arrondissements, each containing four large blocks, 
quartiers, spiral clockwise outwards from the apex of 
the great curve of the Seine. After four widening circles 
the arrondissement structure, planned and executed 
during the Second Empire from 1860 onwards by 
Georges Eugène Haussmann, ends in the east. The 20th 
district aptly contains not only Belleville, working class 
quarter turned immigrant settlement and last resort of la 
bohème, today in a stage of rapid gentrification, but also 
the old, great cemetery of Père Lachaise.
 
This is, officially, Paris: not a metropolis, but a city of 
two and a half million inhabitants, covering no greater 
an area than you would be able to cross on foot in one 
day. Of course, outside of this well demarcated centre 
lie the suburbs, les banlieues, that swell the population 
of the greater urban area to twelve million. But in 
the eyes of French political, economical and cultural 
power, which is almost exclusively centred in Paris 
itself, the suburbs do not count. They may cause brief 
news flashes, as when riots broke out in Clichy-sous-
Bois in October 2005 following the deaths of two Arab 
teenagers, but such incidents have no lasting effects. 
(Minister of the interior Nicolas Sarkozy received quite 
a lot of criticism for his stern stance against the rioters, 
but was none the less elected president one and a half 
year later.)
 
Cultural and literary Paris, then, from François Villon 
to Patrick Modiano, is very much the medieval city 
on the islands and along both banks of the Seine that 
Haussmann reshaped and incorporated the surrounding 
villages into. The discovery of the modern urban 
landscape as a locus poeticus, an environment that 
contains and gives rise to poetry, is in large part due 
to Charles Baudelaire and his prose poems, Le Spleen 
de Paris (Paris Spleen, 1869), as well as the sonnets 
and other verses of Les Fleurs du Mal (The Flowers of 
Evil, 1857) – though there is a significant fore-runner in 
Edgar Allan Poe’s prose sketch “The Man of the Crowd” 
(1840), which is set in London, was translated by the 
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French poet and a hundred years later was discussed 
by Walter Benjamin in his essay “On Some Motifs in 
Baudelaire”.
 
The observant author’s favourite way of moving about 
in Paris has always been to walk, or rather to stroll. 
While Arthur Conan Doyle has Sherlock Holmes 
dash through Victorian London in a hansom cab, 
Baudelaire’s dandy is most definitely a flaneur, who 
lets the stream of everyday life carry him along the 
streets and boulevards and down narrow alleys. What 
Poe’s nameless protagonist in “The Man of the Crowd” 
sought remains unclear, but we sense that Baudelaire’s 
less restless persona may nurse a specific desire during 
his slow meanderings through Paris, and that is to be 
surprised. This goal, albeit vague, is what keeps him 
moving, and that desire to break the ennui of existence 
(or rather have it broken by chance) resounds through 
most depictions of Paris that have since been written.
 
In many ways, the three major Surrealist books on 
Paris follow in the (sometimes virtual) footsteps of 
Baudelaire. The male protagonist of André Breton’s 
Nadja (1928) wanders the streets at night and 
encounters the mysterious female figure Nadja who 
may be seen as representing mankind’s pre-civilized, 
magical state. In the eyes of the world, she is mad, 
and gets hospitalized – surprise carries its element 
of danger. The leading idea of Philippe Soupault’s 
Les Dernières Nuits de Paris (The Last Nights of 
Paris), a poetical and illogical crime story, is also 
that the city, especially at night, is full of secrets 
and coincidences that may be as mystifying as they 
are revealing. Louis Aragon’s Le Paysan de Paris 
(Paris Peasant, 1926) was actually the first of these 
novels and takes place primarily in two locations that 
carried special significance for the Surrealists, the 
Passage de l’Opéra (investigated at about the same 
time by Walter Benjamin as part of his studies for Das 
Passagenwerk, The Arcades Project) and the Parc 
des Buttes-Chaumont (whose present-day appearance 
is described by Steinick in the above-mentioned 
work). The arcades, les passages couverts, seemed a 
crepuscular or even submarine landscape to Aragon, 
the proper place for the event most sought-after by 
those wishing to break through the walls of all-too-
ordinary life: le merveilleux quotidien, the everyday 
marvellous. There is a strong Romantic element to 

these Surrealist explorations, that 
survived the Second World War 
and to some extent pervades also 
the latest attempt at re-enchanting 
the city, the Paris Situationist 
dérives of the 1950’s. The French 
verb dériver means to drift, literally 
to leave shore. Situationist leader 
Guy Debord, more of a theorist than 
a practitioner, defined the concept 
in 1958: “In a dérive one or more 
persons during a certain period drop 
their usual motives for movement and 
action, their relations, their work and 
leisure activities, and let themselves be 
drawn by the attractions of the terrain 
and the encounters they find there.” 
However, a new kind of desperation 
and awareness of the both physical and 
psychical limitations capitalist society 
impose on human existence was now 
the basis for these strolls about the city, 
and the aim of the Situationists was not 
just to meet the unexpected but to break 
free from the shackles of contemporary 
urban landscape, to overcome negative 
psychogeography and create possibilities 
for not just a new architecture but a new 
way of life. The term psychogeography was 
crucial to the Situationist International, and 
Raoul Vaneigem wrote in the 6th issue of the 
movement’s magazine: “All space is occupied 
by the enemy. We are living under a permanent 
curfew. Not just the cops – the geometry.”
 
The Situationist movement, which had started 
as an internal critique of practices within the 
art world, turned more and more political and 
was one of the sources of inspiration for the 
so-called Paris revolt in May 1968. Once again 
an inner-city phenomenon, the by now legendary 
student uprising led to practically nothing, certainly 
not the dissolution of the extremely élitist French 
higher educational system, nor any tearing down 
of the invisible walls that separate the Paris of the 
Second Empire from its ever-growing suburbs. 
Contemporary psychogeographical research, if the 
concept can be revitalised, should start there.

All new TV sets will transmit up-to-date news from officially approved sources.
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Dolly Dolly

PATAGEOGRAFISK DIKT

Orgeln teg ren tegel ler ont
Orgeln ler ton tegel ber bot
Trogen en ton borgen tog ren
Betong gnor bort getto not bet

Tro bet bort ber tron bort
Tro tegel bot ler betong bort
Ber trogen ton bort betong-borg
Egot bet bort egot ber bot
Tro betong bort tro tegel ren

Gro betong! Gro orgelton!

Joakim Norling
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Rounded forms were perceived as calming according to a test panel and were 

subsequently implemented throughout the processing facilities.

The equipment in question is to be installed in three adjoining spaces where their utilisation can be scrutinised by locals and passers-by alike.
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Mattias Holmberg: 
Summertime Love Mischief
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Would you like to describe your work process? I understand you use and reuse different kind of media in your work?
“Well, with the digital montage work, there is definitely a process. Without it, I would feel as if I am being dishonest with what I am trying to achieve. Being from a painting background which uses process by default. There is definitely an art school mentality still ingrained in my methodology, so therefore I can only work in this way with the digital process. ‘The Analogue Memories are my muse.’ I enjoy the playfulness of using a digital interface, to convey analogue themes. This honesty only comes from using work by myself from different time periods, and different technologies. I prep the analogue work by ripping card, painting on board, paper etc, I play around with compostion, then take a picture. 

(I used to scan the images, but now I use my Nikon D3200 which is much quicker.) By this time I would have worked out the colours and rough layout, then I use Photoshop to finally ‘sew’ the images together.
By using Photoshop I use layers for underpainting, on another layer there will be scanned images of buildings or textures. Each layer is treated as If I am laying on a new coat of paint, on a canvas. There are soo many things contained within an image that only I kinda 

This page: Light Confusion (and detail, 2015).
Next pages: Neon Is the Colour of  Sun Rays,
Another Bridge (both 2015).

know that is there … I call these ‘Ghosts’, and 
these ‘Ghosts’ can be on as many as 15 layers. 
A typical image will have about 25–30 layers. 
There is a myth that digital work is very easy 
to do, And in some respects it is, if you are not 
content with meaning or depth. Ha ha.

The misconception that there is a ‘one button 
click, filter option’ is furthest from the truth. I 
lose myself in opacities, and light, exposure, and 
contrast along with analogue memories that I have 
of growing up on council estates. Memories of 
sunlight through trees, throwing dappled shapes on 
my chopper bicycle, ha ha ha. My mind really does 
wander and I get fully immersed in this part of the 
process. I try to marry this with using all the layers 
with archive images of earlier prepared paintings, 
textures, scribbles on spare pieces of paper etc. This 
is the longest part, I can take up to two months on 
a piece just in Photoshop alone, as I then immerse 
myself in the positioning of objects. This kind of 
precision I could never achieve in an actual painting. 
This process has taken me a long time to suit my 
style and workflow. Plus I still love this process (for 
now).”

It seems your work has become 
more and more abstract lately. Has 
this been a conscious move or an 
organic development?

“It is definitely a conscious move, as I explore 
the mixed media of analogue and digital media. 
I find myself heading to a more pure route of 
what a landscape can achieve. As I mentioned 
before dishonesty is something that I am 
extremely self conscious about, and as I 
explore this, the works are becoming more 
simple and more direct. With my earlier pieces 
I really took too much time over detail, rather 
than what I was really trying to convey, so 
I look back at more complicated work as 
a period of showing off. I am proud of my 
early work, but I get more satisfaction from 
doing abstracts now, how I live, what the 
city feels like etc. I have found that through 
abstraction I expose areas of hidden 
meanings and motifs that I find on my 
walks.

Below:Thamesmead
and studio, 2015.

Mark Hollis is a Bristol-based artist

who makes abstracts with traces of 

repossessed urban landscapes. One 

single work can contain multiple 

perspectives, multiple layers, surfaces and 

materials, which are torn, fragmented 

and reconstructed. His work with colour 

and shapes is the work of a classicist 

but one with an acute understanding of 

the challenges and possibilities digital 

technologies pose. The end result is at once 

a lament to the now decaying, once bright 

and optimistic housing projects where he 

grew up and a reimagined future 

for the democratic city. We asked 

him a few questions about his recent 

work.
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For example I may find a painted wall, and I get hung up on the texture, or the sun casting shadows from the brush marks, and this could be the whole basis of a painting. At some point last year I was really fascinated by fluorescent tubes for months! Collecting photos, looking at catalogues etc. I just homed in on the shape of it and became obsessed, ha ha ha.

Abstraction allows me to focus on these details, whilst also allowing me to build a new landscape around this motif or found image. It also opens up a whole area of imagination for myself that I delight in. Because memories are only snapshots, and by using abstraction I can put some kind of context to these memories. It is a huge area that I really enjoy exploring. As with all my work context and composition is the key anchor.
The problem with abstraction is that it can get muddied by theory and pretence, so I can see myself becoming even more graphic and bolder in approach with my future abstract works, so this distraction cannot happen.” 

You have said that urban walks 
are your major inspiration, but it 
seems to me that there’s a strong 
imaginary element in your work 
as well. If cities are your subject, 
then they are in part imagined?

“The walks are only part of the process of 
image-making, I am not an avid rambler or 
anything like that, but I do like exploring 
my city and still delight when I see certain 
angles on buildings, clusters of old factory 
industrial sheds, or maybe I may find a tree 
that overlooks a building that casts a certain 
shadow etc. I am not really a lonesome 
walker, I prefer the company of other 
keen photographers, as we explore things, 
via our original destination. Also having 
another person with you can easily make the 
exploration more rewarding, as they may 
spot something, that you had missed. What 
does fascinate me especially is walking 
around 1960/70’s UK social housing estates. 
It conjurs up a lot of memories for me, as I 
grew up in social housing. 

There are certain ghosts that inhabit such 
‘brutalist’ areas, pre-Internet ghosts, smutty 
betamax movies. Everything was analogue, 
dreams, television, music etc. I have a great 
fondness for social housing, and most brutalist 
housing estates are generally social housing. I 
grew up in this ‘Utopia’ of long alleyways, 
between slabs of concrete, and the maze 
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I am also interested in the fact that I am of a 
generation that feels just as at home with analogue
as with digital, be it playing vinyl or FLAC, or ebook 
or paperback, it goes on and on. This knowledge and 
access to analogue memories, hopefully, give my 
work another depth.

I was talking with the artist Terry Flaxton once about 
visual information, and how we do see the world 
differently through technology. Before television, he 
says that we did dream differently, and we perceived 
visual stimuli differently because of evolving 
technology. From Florentine architect Fillipo 
Brunelleschi showing perspective in the 13th century 
right up to HD, where we have people percieving 
images in a new way because of our understanding 
of pixels etc. Armed with all this information it made 
me realise that I am in a good position to explore 
memory and landscape as an analogue memory 
builder, using the best software to achieve the best 
result. For a digital world.” Background image: Tonka! 

Right image: A View from a Box.
Next page: Tantrum.
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of quite bizzarre 1970’s town planning objectives, 
which made my childhood years full of (concrete) 
wonder. The ‘ghosts’ are really just my memories 
and feelings of a certain time. With all this info I can 
then build an image of my own imagined landscapes.

There are two key themes to my current abstract 
landscapes. Public housing is now a touchstone 
for unequality in UK cities, as the government 
sells off huge amounts of social housing to major 
companies, forcing a social cleansing of our cities. 
This is going hand in hand with the demolition 
of so many brutalist areas in London, especially 
Thamesmead (famous for A Clockwork Orange and 
Misfits being filmed there) that I have to take notice 
and document something that was/is a huge part of 
my life. The dichotomy of building new homes that 
no one can afford, and the demolition of so many 
housing estates, is an area I need to pick up on as a 
social historical viewpoint as well as using fine art as 
a vehicle to explore these uncertain times, where a 
home is not a right, but a privilege.
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Robin Tomens: Dérive

Next page: Night and the City 
(Robin Tomens).
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DET NYA ATLANTIS
En svindel sätter i dallring floderna och bergen

När jag kommer till en ny stad brukar jag börja med 
att skaffa en karta

Den som bryter upp och färdas tre dagsresor österut 
befinner sig därefter i Diomira

I och med upplysningen tycktes världen bli allt 
mindre hemlig, men så småningom verkar den 
utvecklingen ha vänt

Ögat ser inga saker utan bara bilder av saker som 
betyder andra saker

Att det yttre hotet stärker den inre 
sammanhållningen är välkänt

Den dagen är du själv en sinnebild bland 
sinnebilderna

Det finns kartor men inga vägskyltar

Denna skönhet kan man numera avnjuta endast på 
de gamla vykorten

Det känns ganska meningslöst att räcka ut tungan åt 
en mur

Det är en skog av rör som mynnar ut i kranar, 
duschar, hävertar, cisterner

Människor drömmer fortfarande om att bo i rymden

Invånarna spelar ständigt samma scener, men med 
andra motspelare

Människor som framstår som skrämmande för att de 
inte verkar bry sig om att ha ett permanent hem

Imperiet krossas under sin egen tyngd

Det finns inte mycket plats kvar, varken i eller utanför 
de befintliga städerna

När minnesbilderna fixerats av orden, utplånas de

Problemet handlar om att återskapa

Inte heller jag är säker på att jag är här

Det finns starka beroendeförhållanden mellan 
de båda världarna

Gränserna mellan främmande och fientliga 
städer är infekterade bastioner

Genomskinligheten antydde att det inte fanns 
något att dölja

Gatorna är fullständigt nedgrävda i jorden

De fanns inte på kartan

När man reser märker man att skillnaderna 
försvinner

Utestängandet bidrar, på insidan, till en stärkt 
känsla av ägande

För mig har städerna inga namn

Myndigheterna hävdar att de inte har kontroll 
över vad som sker

Du kan säkert föreställa dig hur stadsmurar reser 
sig över den dammiga slätten

Vi behöver inte åka någonstans

Det är ett möjligt uppvaknande

Egentligen ska alla stadens invånare ha 
samma rättigheter och tillgång till samma 
samhällsservice

Det nya Atlantis, Utopia, Solstaden, Oceana, 
Tanoé, Harmonia, New-Lanark, Icaria

Alla citat ur Italo Calvinos De osynliga städerna 
(översättning Estrid Tenggren, 1978) och Göran 
Dahlbergs Hemliga städer: Rädslans urbana 
former (2010).

Elias Hillström
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This issue of Timglaset includes a postcard with a download code 
for Det andra Malmö by Testbild!, a musical portrait of vanishing 
vistas of Malmö, photographs by Rattigan Glumphoboo and a 
film by Kolja Ogrumov.


